
    Minutes of Rigid Heddle Study Group 
     November 16, 2021 
 
On November 16, 2021 the Rigid Heddle Study Group held its 10th meeting via Zoom.  The 
meeting was recorded and the recording can be viewed by members until the next meeting 
begins (January 25, 2022),  Of our 17 members, 9 were in attendance. 
 

Mary Anna started the meeting from Walla Walla, WA and Raylene was then made Host 
and presided over the meeting. Randee Frommer was the Facilitator for the meeting. 
 
Attendees:Kay Parkinson, Randee Frommer, Raylene Keating, Lynn Roy, Lynn Owens, 
Sandy Prock, Sharon Carsten, Jan Isbell, Mary Anna Swinnerton 

 
Administrative: 
 There is no meeting in December.  The next meeting will be on January 25, 2022 at 
 1 pm. 

- Raylene is willing to co-cordinate with Mary Anna the first few months of 2022.  
- We will start a new chapter – Slow and Fancy – in the Inventive Weaving Book.  It 

 begins looking at particular patterns and projects . 
-  Mary Anna asked that members Look at the 10 different items and decide which one 

they might like to Facilitate. During December she will be asking people to pick one 
that they have done before or would like to work on and she and Raylene will be putting 
together our first meetings in the new year. 
Because recordings are held in the iCloud, we have limited space to use for free.  
Therefore all recordings will be kept available until just before the next meeting. 
If needed, the Coordinator could put a recording on a flash drive and keep it in a 
separate place that could be accessed at a later date. 

- Hybrid meetings Last month a group of 3 members met at Randee Frommer’s home and 
watched the Zoom meeting together.  They could then see their work in person and 
Randee was able to show Jan how to get her variegated warp on her rigid heddle loom. 
This could be a way for members to gather in small “pods” with a limited number of 
people watching together, as long as the COVID virus is still active in Central Oregon. 

 
PROGRAM – Randee was the Facilitator for our last section of Chapter 4 – Using Painted        
 Skeins Cleverly, pp.134-141.  She had photos of some of the experimenting she 
 had done and there was some extended discussion about warping painted warps and 

variegated ones as well as winding shuttles so that you could try to keep colors in the 
same order.  The book shows some instructions for doing this. 
During the program Randee wanted to show some other pieces that were not in the 
Power Point and so Raylene helped her learn how to “Share Your Screen” two different 
times.  So screen sharing was a unique part of our program too. 
She showed some of her experimentation with dyeing roving and spinning a variegated 
yarn, some fabric she had woven and also Jan Isbell’s piece. 
 



 
SHOW AND SHARE - Although Barbara was out-of-town, visiting family in Nebrasksa, 
 she had sent the Power Point to Raylene for the meeting. 
 Randee’s pictures were shown during her program piece and then 
 there were other examples of variegated and painted warps by 

Sharyl, Marsha and Kathi Y, even though the three of them were not 
able to be at the meeting. 

Brief Descriptions of the Show and Share: 
           Sharyl -  Showed two scarves:  One with a yellow warp and a varigated weft, finished with 
African beads at the fringe.  The second was one of her first scarves with a palindrome weft she  
called “Twilight”  
            Marsha – A painted weft Eastman acetate yarn for the warp at 10 dpi and a soft pastel 
colored weft of wool and silk. 
           Kathy Y – using superwash Merino wool for the warp and 3/2 varigated weft, she showed 
3 scarves and a sampler with a solid blue warp and a variety of yarns and textures.   There were 
tags (describing the yarns used) that were attached to the different areas so it could be possible 
to repeat that technique and yarn in the future. 
          Raylene – 3 towels of 8/2 cotton in a waffle weave  (using a pickup stick) in a 10 dent 
reed. When washed it was 16 x 30.  Would consider using 5/2 in a 12 dent reed that might 
make a softer towel.  Could also consider a 5/2 warp with an 8/2 weft. 
          Randee – 2 tartan scarves made with yarn she purchased from Linda Davis and was 
able to have a conversation with her, and also purchased Linda’s book on Tartans, a week or so 
before she died. She plans to later donate that book to the COSW guild library. 
         Sandy – 2 towels in blue tones with a pattern thread in just the weft on one and in both 
warp and weft on the other one. 
         Sharon – using a warp painted in the summer workshop, she showed the placement of the        
various colors, creating an X.  It will also be showed at the Nov. guild meetng as her part of the 
larger guild creative challenge.  Not sure if she will weave it on a rigid heddle or a table or floor 
loom. 
         Lynn – a scarf she had done in the past with autumn colors on a painted bamboo warp in a 
waffle weave.  It had been warped in sections with two sections placed in the same position but 
later discovered that one section did not align correctly and created a wide band on one side 
         Kay – Described her process for doing towels on a 12 dent heddle with yarn from her stash 
and a linen paper warp. 
         Mary Anna – She is currently working on her first towel in a 12 dent heddle with some 8/4 
Brassard cotton and not sure it will be as good as using a Lunatic Fringe 3/2 cotton in a 12 dent 
heddle. Samples will be shared in January. 
      In the process of sharing there was a continuing discussion of what might be the appropriate 
size yarn for the various dent heddles. 

 


